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Executive Summary 

Citrix ShareFile, an enterprise file-synchronization, -sharing, and  

-collaboration solution, helps organizations securely store, access, sync, 

and share files — even outside the organization. Citrix commissioned 

Forrester Consulting to conduct a Total Economic Impact™ (TEI) study 

and examine the potential return on investment (ROI) enterprises may 

realize by implementing ShareFile. The purpose of this study is to provide 

readers with a framework to evaluate the potential financial impact of the 

ShareFile on their organizations.  

The “The Forrester Wave™: Enterprise File Sync And Share Platforms — 

Hybrid Solutions” from late 2017 summarizes how successful 

organizations not only implement but include enterprise file sync and share 

(EFSS) solutions as part of an effective business strategy: “Organizations 

that are serious about digital transformation efforts know that new and 

established business models depend on trusted networks of customers, 

citizens, partners, suppliers, or regulators. Digital business means these 

extended enterprise roles are increasingly active participants in the 

document creation, review, and approval processes.”1 Forrester Analytics 

indicates that, in 2016, more than half of businesses had adopted secure 

file-sharing and collaboration tools, with a further 19% that planned to 

have implemented within the next 12 months.2 Furthermore, EFSS is a top 

technology for sharing information with colleagues and external partners, 

especially for more information-sensitive industries, such as financial 

services and education, that need secure file-sharing services to deliver 

important documents inside or outside the organization quickly while 

ensuring access to only authorized people.3  

To better understand the benefits, costs, and risks associated with this 

investment, Forrester interviewed several customers with years of 

experience using ShareFile. Interviewed customers highlighted the ability 

to securely and safely send documents to colleagues inside the company 

as well as partners and vendors outside the organization — replacing 

problematic manual processes including trying to send email attachments 

or even printing and mailing paper copies. 

Interviewed organizations investigated solutions that would meet 

regulatory, audit, and legal standards and chose ShareFile as the solution 

that met all these requirements.  

Key Findings 

Quantified benefits. The following risk-adjusted present value (PV) 

quantified benefits are representative of those experienced by the 

companies interviewed: 

› Document-sending and -sharing improvements with ShareFile add 

up to nearly $498,000 in efficiency improvements, based on two 

primary use cases: 

• Collecting documents for annual audits is twice as fast with 

ShareFile, adding up to more than $276,000. Annual audits 

are resource-intensive activities involving the collection and 

management of a high volume of documents and involving many 

participants. Before, the process was time-consuming and 

problematic; people had to split up groups of documents into 

batches to meet email size requirements, which didn’t always 

work and required resending. What was estimated to take 20% 

Key Benefits 

 
 
Periodic audit document-sending 
and -sharing savings: 

$276,000 

 
 
Ongoing document-sending and -
sharing efficiency savings: 

$221,000 

 
 
Reduced security risk costs 
related to document sharing: 

$110,000 
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of an employee’s time previously now takes just 10% with 

ShareFile. Organizations can quickly set up a folder, set up 

access, and organize and share files — saving significant 

employee time on this task and even reducing some external 

audit time and hourly fees. 

• Sharing documents with external partners with ShareFile 

adds up to 40 hours saved per week, or more than $221,000. 

Groups with ongoing, occasional document-sharing 

requirements, like HR, can benefit from ShareFile. HR needs to 

share confidential employee information to set up a new 

employee payroll account, answer a question with their 

healthcare insurance provider, send salary review reports, and 

other situations where confidential information needs to be 

managed outside standard HR systems. Employees can quickly 

store documents in ShareFile, then send and share them in 

minutes. This can be even quicker with automation enabled by 

the ShareFile Outlook plug-in. 

› ShareFile speeds up employee collaboration and other work tasks, 

adding up to a productivity benefit of more than $185,000. 

• Document creation and collaboration is improved by 25%. 

While document sharing and sending were the key use cases 

for interviewed organizations to implement ShareFile, 

employees have started to use ShareFile for document creation, 

collaboration, and reviews, avoiding the major issues inherent in 

email routing: editing or reviewing the wrong versions and trying 

to collate changes from various reviewers. For the documents 

developed leveraging ShareFile, this benefit is estimated to be 

nearly $83,000. 

• The time to find an archived report or document is reduced 

by more than 1 hour. Organizational processes frequently 

include recurrent updates or reports that also often need to be 

checked, referred to, or compared to other reports. Previously 

the storage solution was a mix of email, network drives, and 

personal device hard drives — meaning reports were difficult to 

find and even permanently lost if an employee left the company 

or deleted old emails. Searching for, locating, and reviewing a 

past report used to take hours (if it could ever be found); now, it 

just takes a few minutes, adding up to nearly $102,000. 

› Better document security with ShareFile reduces the risk of 

accidental data exposure or a malicious data breach. For most 

organizations, the “before” situation included email encryption, 

password-protected zip files, and secure file transfer protocol (FTP) — 

despite known risks inherent in these options. Organizations now store 

and share documents within the ShareFile environment, avoiding issues 

while trying to maintain compliance across a variety of email systems. 

User-level authorization ensures emails aren’t forwarded to others (and 

even if a user has access to a document they shouldn’t, ShareFile 

reporting can identify and lock that down). And encryption provides even 

greater assurance. An education admissions director said, “It’s a 

hundred times better and more secure.” Based on security cost and risk 

estimates, this benefit adds up to nearly $110,000. 

Unquantified benefits. The interviewed organizations experienced the 

following benefits, which are not quantified for this study:  

ROI 
396% 

Benefits PV 
$793,000 

NPV 
$633,000 

“It’s a hundred times better and 

more secure.”  

Admissions director, education 
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› ShareFile provides mobile access. Particularly for report stakeholders, 

mobile access is a convenient way to be notified of a report update and 

even open and read it. 

› ShareFile provides implementation options. Several interviewed 

organizations use ShareFile with on-premises storage, while others use 

ShareFile’s cloud storage options. Microsoft Office applications can 

provide in-application access to ShareFile storage locations to open and 

review documents as needed (and with proper authorization). 

Costs. The interviewed organizations experienced the following risk-

adjusted PV costs: 

› ShareFile licensing. ShareFile provides different user license options 

based on business need, as well as for on-premises versus cloud 

deployment options (as cloud also comes with online storage features). 

a typical organization, A three-year present value of less than $98,000 is 

estimated. 

› ShareFile training and implementation. By starting the implementation 

ShareFile in just one or two departments, interviewed organizations got 

it up and running for all users in just a few weeks or months. Training 

was minimal — primarily a quick overview for how to set up a folder, 

share that folder securely, and use the Outlook email plug-in. This adds 

up to just over $62,000 in the initial investment period. 

Forrester’s interviews with four existing customers and subsequent 

financial analysis found that an organization based on these interviewed 

organizations experienced benefits of nearly $793,000 over three years 

versus costs of about $160,000, adding up to a net present value (NPV) of 

nearly $633,000 and an ROI of 396%. 

 

 

 

Total benefits 
PV, $793K

Total costs PV, $160K

Initial Year 1 Year 2 Year 3

Financial Summary

$276.4K

$221.1K

$82.9K
$102.1K $109.9K

Secure
document-

sharing
efficiency for
audit cycles

Secure
document-

sharing
efficiency for
ongoing tasks

Productivity
savings from

improved
document

collaboration

Time savings
from improved

historical
report

searching

Reduced
security-risk-
related costs
impacted by
document
sharing

Benefits (Three-Year)
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TEI Framework And Methodology 

From the information provided in the interviews, Forrester has constructed 

a Total Economic Impact™ (TEI) framework for those organizations 

considering implementing Citrix ShareFile.  

The objective of the framework is to identify the cost, benefit, flexibility, and 

risk factors that affect the investment decision. Forrester took a multistep 

approach to evaluate the impact that Citrix ShareFile can have on an 

organization: 

DUE DILIGENCE 
Interviewed Citrix stakeholders and Forrester analysts to gather data 
relative to ShareFile. 

CUSTOMER INTERVIEWS 
Interviewed four organizations using ShareFile to obtain data with respect 
to costs, benefits, and risks. 

COMPOSITE ORGANIZATION  
Designed a composite organization based on characteristics of the 
interviewed organizations. 

FINANCIAL MODEL FRAMEWORK 
Constructed a financial model representative of the interviews using the 
TEI methodology and risk-adjusted the financial model based on issues 
and concerns of the interviewed organizations. 

CASE STUDY 
Employed four fundamental elements of TEI in modeling Citrix ShareFile’s 
impact: benefits, costs, flexibility, and risks. Given the increasing 
sophistication that enterprises have regarding ROI analyses related to IT 
investments, Forrester’s TEI methodology serves to provide a complete 
picture of the total economic impact of purchase decisions. Please see 
Appendix A for additional information on the TEI methodology. 

 
 

The TEI methodology 

helps companies 

demonstrate, justify, 

and realize the 

tangible value of IT 

initiatives to both 

senior management 

and other key 

business 

stakeholders. 

DISCLOSURES 

Readers should be aware of the following: 

This study is commissioned by Citrix and delivered by Forrester Consulting. It is 

not meant to be used as a competitive analysis. 

Forrester makes no assumptions as to the potential ROI that other 

organizations will receive. Forrester strongly advises that readers use their own 

estimates within the framework provided in the report to determine the 

appropriateness of an investment in Citrix ShareFile. 

Citrix reviewed and provided feedback to Forrester, but Forrester maintains 

editorial control over the study and its findings and does not accept changes to 

the study that contradict Forrester’s findings or obscure the meaning of the 

study. 

Citrix provided the customer names for the interviews but did not participate in 

the interviews. 
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The ShareFile Customer Journey 

BEFORE AND AFTER THE SHAREFILE INVESTMENT 

Interviewed Organizations 

For this study, Forrester conducted four interviews with Citrix ShareFile 

customers. Interviewed customers include the following: 

Key Challenges 

For interviewed organizations, sharing files with external partners and 

vendors was a necessary part of the job but an extremely inefficient 

process due to email limitations sending large groups of files, lack of a 

central storage location, and security requirements that meant 

sometimes sending paper copies was the best option. Organizations 

identified: 

› Process issues when sending files through standard email 

channels. While organizations turned up their email size limitations, 

their external contacts might not have done so. Many emails would be 

rejected by recipients’ systems for being too large, meaning the sender 

had to find all the files again (which could be further complicated if the 

bounced email was one of several document packages), split them 

across multiple emails, and resend. The system analyst for an 

insurance organization said, “We had problems sharing large files; 

email might not work, and even if it did, it took multiple emails.” 

› Security issues when sending files through standard email 

channels. Many files require additional security to meet business or 

regulatory requirements. The HR manager at an agriculture firm said, 

“We did usually password-protect the files, but then we still have to find 

a way to give that individual a password.” And there was still the issue 

of forwarded emails. In extreme situations, large sets of documents 

that required high security would be physically mailed to the recipient. 

The system analyst explained, “We would download docs, burn a CD, 

and mail it.” 

› Issues when searching for files. Reports delivered over email were 

difficult to find when historical comparison was needed, leading to lost 

institutional memory and noncompliance with company guidelines. The 

education admissions director said, “It was turning into this cat-and-

mouse game when a year or two later, something came up and you 

needed that data and that person may not even work here anymore.” 

These spreadsheets and documents would be archived in old email 

folders and on personal hard drives, but employees would delete files 

periodically as they reached email storage limits, or information was 

INDUSTRY REGION INTERVIEWEE USE CASE KEY DATA 

Insurance Northeast US System analyst 
Legal document 
sharing 

800 employees 
100 ShareFile licenses 

Education Central US Admissions director 
Report sharing 
and storing 

1,200 employees 
400 ShareFile licenses 

Real estate Northeast US Finance director 
Audit document 
sharing 

600 employees 
100 ShareFile licenses 

Agriculture Western US HR manager 
HR document 
sharing 

650 employees 
25 ShareFile licenses 

“We had problems sharing 

large files; email might not 

work, and even if it did, it took 

multiple emails. . . . Or we 

would download docs, burn a 

CD, and mail it.” 

System analyst, insurance 
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forgotten as people left the company and accounts were shut off. 

Searching for a file could take hours as people were asked to dig 

through old email, and often the document was never found. 

› Issues with inefficient processes. Organizations recognized that 

employees could use better tools for common tasks, such as enabling 

more convenient (while still secure) document collaboration and 

reviews. The finance director for a real estate organization said, “There 

was too much paper.” And the HR manager for an agriculture 

organization added, “It was definitely slow and inefficient.” 

› Issues with delivery delays. For the insurance company, delaying 

document delivery to outside counsel during claim legal reviews could 

mean delayed payments and lower customer satisfaction. For the 

education organization, it could mean over- or under-hiring instructors 

for classes, and for the real estate company, it could mean regulatory 

fines and/or missed business opportunities. The system analyst for an 

insurance organization said, “We could be delaying litigation, which 

could then delay the payment of a claim, which, from a customer-

experience standpoint, is bad.” 

Solution Requirements 

The interviewed organizations searched for a solution that: 

› Ensured security. Meeting document security requirements was the 

primary goal. Whether internal guidelines or regulatory or legal rules, 

document security was critical for sending documents outside the 

organization to legal teams, auditors, insurance providers, and other 

external partners and vendors. That meant user authentication and 

document encryption were both required. The HR manager at an 

agriculture organization said, “We want to be able to have something 

that we could use quickly but also securely.” 

› Was easy to use. Sharing documents outside the organization had to 

be simple and quick, with integration in applications already in use. 

The finance director for a real estate organization said, “The learning 

curve is very low on ShareFile.” 

› Overcame technology issues. Organizations needed a solution with 

document or folder size restrictions that were unlimited or functionally 

unlimited (i.e., large enough to never come up in day-to-day use). 

› Worked with existing solutions. A solution that worked with Microsoft 

SharePoint (which most interviewed organizations had implemented), 

network drives (that all had), and other on-premises or cloud solutions 

was ideal for ease of use and document management.  

› Facilitated collaboration. While organizations had not used online 

solutions (other than email) for document collaboration and review 

workflow, they still preferred a solution that could support that. 

Organizations evaluated many solutions and selected ShareFile, 

primarily for its ease in sharing documents while still maintaining strong 

document security, as well as for the ShareFile sales teams’ support in 

implementing relatively targeted solutions. 

Organizations opted to license ShareFile to facilitate a specific process 

for a small number of roles or even a single department — instead of 

licensing it as a collaboration solution for everyone, which would have 

likely seen lower adoption and less specific benefits.  

“The learning curve is very low 

on ShareFile.”  

Finance director, real estate 

 

“[Our previous process] was 

definitely slow and inefficient.”  

HR manager, agriculture 

 

“We want to be able to have 

something that we could use 

quickly but also securely.” 

HR manager, agriculture 
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Key Results 

The interviews revealed that key results from the ShareFile investment 

include:  

› Improved document management and sharing for large, annual 

reviews. For the education, real estate, and insurance organizations in 

particular, annual internal and external audits are part of doing 

business and require the cooperation of a lot of people, the collection 

of a lot of sensitive documents and reports, and sharing those with 

internal and external groups that aren’t normally authorized to access 

this material. Thus, these documents need to be collected and stored 

in a location that can provide access to these groups while maintaining 

document security, including ensuring access to only those who are 

authorized. 

› Improved document sharing for ongoing times when a few files 

need to be sent. Similarly, every week, organizations typically need to 

share some documents with external partners or vendors. A new hire 

requires some start-up paperwork outside of open enrollment, or even 

an employee question about payroll or health insurance may require 

email communication that includes information such as the employee’s 

Social Security number. With ShareFile, this information can be stored 

and sent securely using normal email channels. 

› Improved document storage and searching. ShareFile facilitates a 

simple, central document storage location that can integrate with 

existing network drives or document management solutions. 

Organizations can particularly benefit from reduced document search 

times after migrating from disparate or unmanaged document storage 

(such as within email). The education admissions director said, “If I 

need to go back and find a report from two years ago, I can do that.” 

› Improved document security. The system analyst for an insurance 

organization said, “Retention and user account management are key 

security features.” This security enables all the above efficiency and 

productivity improvements because ShareFile also delivers strong 

document security and user authentication. The admissions director 

added, “If someone forwards the email with the link to someone who 

did not have permission, they won’t be able to access the report.” 

› Improved document collaboration. Employees have started to adopt 

ShareFile as a tool to store and share documents for collaborating and 

sending files for review. 

Composite Organization 

Based on the interviews, Forrester constructed a TEI framework, a 

composite company, and an associated ROI analysis that illustrates the 

areas financially affected. The composite organization is representative 

of the four companies that Forrester interviewed and is used to present 

the aggregate financial analysis in the next section. The composite 

organization that Forrester synthesized from the customer interviews has 

the following characteristics:  

Description of composite. The composite organization is a small 

financial services organization that handles a lot of sensitive documents. 

It undergoes periodic internal and regulatory audits that require 

document discovery tasks; has HR, legal, and other internal and external 

partners and vendors that need to send or receive personal or private 

 

“Retention and user account 

management are key security 

features.”  

System analyst, insurance 

 

“If I need to go back and find a 

report from two years ago, I 

can do that.”  

Admissions director, education 
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information inside and outside the office; and stores a lot of data and 

analytics for historical review and comparison.  

Deployment characteristics. While the organization has 1,200 

employees, it has started with a 300-employee implementation that 

includes HR, the internal audit team, executives and business managers, 

employees who participate in document collection for the periodic audits, 

and external partners and vendors that receive documents. The 

ShareFile implementation has focused on file sharing as the initial use 

case, but organizations are exploring more departments, roles, and use 

cases.  
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The table above shows the total of all 
benefits across the areas listed below, 
as well as present values (PVs) 
discounted at 10%. Over three years, 
the composite organization expects 
risk-adjusted total benefits to be a PV 
of nearly $793,000. 

Analysis Of Benefits 

QUANTIFIED BENEFIT DATA AS APPLIED TO THE COMPOSITE 

 

Efficient Secure-Document Sharing During Audit 

Cycles 

All interviewed organizations share files with outside partners and 

vendors. For the composite organization, this falls into two key 

document-sharing processes: The first is occasional, but busy, document 

gathering for auditors. Several interviewed organizations are public 

companies and/or work in heavily regulated sectors (like education or 

financial services). This results in a regular schedule of internal and 

external audits that take time and in delays or other issues that can 

impact the business. 

Previously, organizations spent time finding files or creating shareable 

reports stored in the company enterprise resource planning (ERP) or 

other systems. Those files were collected and attached to an email — 

sometimes added to a compressed archive with simple password 

protection. Those files or archives were then attached to an email and 

sent to the external (or sometimes internal) audit team representatives. 

The finance manager for a real estate organization said, “Previously we 

used email, but it was time-consuming and often required resends.” 

Large emails sometimes exceeded sending or receiving email systems, 

meaning employees had to locate the right email or document folder 

(because the returned email report was only a notification), split up the 

documents into smaller attachments, and email them again. For a very 

large document collection or an extra-difficult email process, the 

organization might give up on email altogether, instead burning all the 

files to a CD and physically mailing it to the auditors. In any case, the 

result was a time-consuming task that often led to delays of hours or 

even days getting documents to auditors for review and analysis. 

With ShareFile, organizations avoid dealing with email attachments, 

CDs, and even occasional printed paper in favor of storing the files on 

Total Benefits 

REF. BENEFIT YEAR 1 YEAR 2 YEAR 3 TOTAL 
PRESENT 
VALUE 

Atr 
Secure document-sharing 
efficiency for audit cycles 

$111,150  $111,150  $111,150  $333,450  $276,414  

Btr 
Secure document-sharing 
efficiency for ongoing tasks 

$88,920  $88,920  $88,920  $266,760  $221,131  

Ctr 
Productivity savings from 
improved document 
collaboration 

$33,345  $33,345  $33,345  $100,035  $82,924  

Dtr 
Time savings from improved 
historical report searching 

$41,067  $41,067  $41,067  $123,201  $102,128  

Etr 
Reduced security risk costs 
related to document sharing 

$44,200  $44,200  $44,200  $132,600  $109,919  

 Total benefits (risk-adjusted) $318,682  $318,682  $318,682  $956,046  $792,516  

 

“Previously we used email, but 

it was time-consuming and 

often required resends.”  

Finance director, real estate 
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ShareFile, setting up a user account, and emailing the link. Documents 

are stored securely, and only users with authorization can access the 

folder. 

For the composite organization, Forrester estimates: 

› There are five audits per year, usually three internal and two external, 

each of which takes five weeks to complete. 

› Thirty-five employees in business groups are involved with document 

searching and sending throughout the audit process. 

› Before ShareFile, that process took up 20% of their time. 

› With ShareFile, this now takes 10% of their time, due to the ease of 

storing and sharing files, and all the time saved avoiding having to deal 

with email resending or burning CDs. 

 
For the composite organization, some context and assumptions are 

helpful: 

› The composite organization still stores documents the same way as 

before — within its ERP, CRM, or document management systems. 

ShareFile is used as the method for sharing files conveniently and 

securely with others, particularly those outside the organization. 

 
Audit document collection 

and sharing are twice as 

fast as previous email-

only processes. 

Secure Document-Sharing Efficiency For Audit Cycles: Calculation Table 

REF. METRIC CALC. YEAR 1 YEAR 2 YEAR 3 

A1 Number of internal audits in a year   3 3 3 

A2 Number of external audits in a year   2 2 2 

A3 
Duration of internal or external audit, on 
average (weeks) 

  5 5 5 

A4 
Business employees collecting docs for audit 
teams 

  35 35 35 

A5 
Percentage of time spent on doc request tasks 
before ShareFile 

  20% 20% 20% 

A6 
Percentage of time spent on doc request tasks 
with ShareFile 

  10% 10% 10% 

A7 Hours saved per audit 
A3*40*A4*(A5-
A6) 

700 700 700 

A8 Total hours saved per year (A1+A2)*A7 3,500 3,500 3,500 

A9 
Estimated business and management user 
average hourly salary 

  $60  $60  $60  

A10 
Percentage of time saved applied to additional 
work 

  50% 50% 50% 

A11 Average audit firm fees for an external audit   $200,000  $200,000  $200,000  

A12 
Percent of fees avoided with less document 
management time and ShareFile 

  3% 3% 3% 

A13 Total external audit fees avoided per year A2*A11*A12 $12,000  $12,000  $12,000  

At 
Secure document-sharing efficiency for audit 
cycles 

A8*A9*A10+A13 $117,000  $117,000  $117,000  

  Risk adjustment ↓5%       

Atr 
Secure document-sharing efficiency for audit 
cycles (risk-adjusted) 

  $111,150  $111,150  $111,150  
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Impact risk is the risk that the business 
or technology needs of the 
organization may not be met by the 
investment, resulting in lower overall 
total benefits. The greater the 
uncertainty, the wider the potential 
range of outcomes for benefit 
estimates. 

› This use case leverages the ShareFile Cloud, though the storage size 

requirements do not grow over time, at least not significantly. Since the 

document sources are within other management systems, ShareFile is 

used to transfer files to others, and the organization has set a retention 

policy to remove the files after about 10 days, and permanently delete 

them after a month. 

Overall, more efficient document-sending and -sharing processes save 

about 700 hours in each audit — or 3,500 hours each year. While this 

benefit most significantly impacts organization employees, auditors are 

able to save some time on document management tasks (particularly 

when dealing with document sending, resending, and other issues), 

which means a few less hours billed to the audit project. 

Since the number of people involved, the time spent before and after, 

and audit team efficiencies may all be over- or underestimated, Forrester 

has applied a small downward risk adjustment of 5%, yielding an annual 

risk-adjusted benefit of $111,500 per year, or three-year risk-adjusted 

total present value (PV) of more than $276,000.  

Secure Document-Sharing Efficiency For Ongoing 

Tasks 

Along with periodic, scheduled audits, organizations frequently need to 

share documents securely with people outside the company or even 

internal employees or executives throughout any given week. For 

example, an HR representative may need to discuss a healthcare issue 

with the insurance provider that includes personal employee information. 

The HR manager at an agriculture organization said: “When we do our 

annual increases and bonuses, we send the file to our executives using 

ShareFile. That way, it can be reviewed, but if someone else gets it, they 

won’t be able to open anything.” 

Email and document security are vital with external agencies due to 

Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) regulations 

(and common sense), when sending personally identifiable information 

(PII), and even in internal correspondence with sensitive information to 

maintain compliance and avoid any issues or misunderstandings. The 

HR manager at an agriculture organization said, “We need to send 

documents and files securely because we have a lot of employee 

information with Social Security numbers or salary information; we want 

to make sure we can send everything without having the possibility of it 

being intercepted or viewed.” 

For the composite organization, Forrester assumes that:  

› There are about 30 documents on average each week that require 

document security and user-level authorization. 

› It would take about 90 minutes to manage secure sharing before 

ShareFile (which might have been a password-protected compressed 

archive that required a follow-up call with the password or printing the 

document and physically mailing it). 

› Returned emails were not a serious issue for this process (most 

documents or batches of documents did not approach email size 

limitations), but, regardless, the process was inefficient.  

“We need to send documents 

and files securely because we 

have a lot of employee 

information with Social 

Security numbers or salary 

information; we want to make 

sure we can send everything 

without having the possibility 

of it being intercepted or 

viewed.”  

HR manager, agriculture 
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› With ShareFile, it takes just 10 minutes or less to send and securely 

share a document. The HR manager added, “We are able to upload it 

and attach it as an email, click the ShareFile button in Outlook, and 

then it’s automatically encrypted and sent for us.” 

Document-sharing efficiency adds up to almost 2,100 hours saved per 

year, allowing employees to focus on more important, value-added tasks.  

This efficiency may be impacted by overestimated time savings. To 

account for this, Forrester risk-adjusted this benefit downward by 5%, 

adding up to a benefit of nearly $89,000 per year, or a three-year 

risk-adjusted total PV of more than $221,000.  

 

Productivity Savings From Improved Document 

Collaboration  

With ShareFile, employees can more easily create and review 

documents as a team — especially when one or more of the team is 

outside the company. The finance manager at a real estate organization 

said, “We’re continually creating and collaborating on documents.” 

Before ShareFile, documents would be created and routed via email, 

leading to versioning issues after multiple updates were sent but an older 

version was edited or reviewed. With ShareFile, Forrester estimates that: 

› About 20 documents per week are created and reviewed in a 

collaborative setting. 

› Document creation time is highly variable: On average a document 

previously took 6 hours of work time to create and review, and 

document creation is now 25% faster (i.e., now takes 4.5 hours). 

Secure Document-Sharing Efficiency For Ongoing Tasks: Calculation Table 

REF. METRIC CALC. YEAR 1 YEAR 2 YEAR 3 

B1 
Number of documents shared internally or 
externally that require extra security each 
week 

  30 30 30 

B2 
Average duration to manage sharing 
process before ShareFile (minutes) 

  90 90 90 

B3 
Average duration to manage sharing with 
ShareFile (minutes) 

  10 10 10 

B4 
Time saved with ShareFile per file 
(minutes) 

B2-B3 80 80 80 

B5 Total hours saved per week B1*B4/60 40 40 40 

B6 Total hours saved per year B5*52 2,080 2,080 2,080 

B7 
Estimated fully burdened business user 
average hourly salary 

  $45  $45  $45  

Bt 
Secure document-sharing efficiency for 
ongoing tasks 

B6*B7 $93,600  $93,600  $93,600  

  Risk adjustment ↓5%       

Btr 
Secure document-sharing efficiency for 
ongoing tasks (risk-adjusted) 

  $88,920  $88,920  $88,920  

 

“We’re continually creating and 

collaborating on documents.”  

Finance director, real estate 
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› This could be even greater for documents that are created and 

reviewed between organizations (such as a filled-out form). The HR 

manager at an agriculture organization said, “It could have taken 

anywhere from an extra 15 minutes to who knows how long, because 

we may have to go through the entire process again if we have to 

make changes.” 

› Not all productivity time savings is used to complete additional tasks. 

For general productivity time savings benefits, Forrester applies a 

standard 50% factor. 

Note that interviewed organizations (and the composite organization) 

have not leveraged ShareFile workflow features much. For example, one 

organization preferred to send personal emails when a report was 

updated (because employees wanted to review it again before any 

notification was sent). But all organizations are investigating automated 

workflow options at this time, described in more detail in the Flexibility 

section below. 

Since task time savings benefits can vary from person to person and be 

overestimated, Forrester adjusted this benefit downward by 5%, yielding 

an annual benefit of more than $33,000 and a three-year risk-adjusted 

total PV of nearly $83,000.  

 

Time Savings From Improved Historical Report 

Searching  

A key document management use case for some organizations was 

preparing and distributing spreadsheet and document reports to be sent 

out to groups of employees on a daily basis, via email. Part of that 

reporting process also includes comparing current data with past results, 

which previously meant searching email for past reports — or sometimes 

computer hard drives or network drives. 

However, email storage limitations and user account deactivation could 

Productivity Savings From Improved Document Collaboration: Calculation Table 

REF. METRIC CALC. YEAR 1 YEAR 2 YEAR 3 

C1 
Number of documents created each week using 
ShareFile 

  20 20 20 

C2 
Time spent developing documents before 
ShareFile (total hours per document) 

  6 6 6 

C3 
Reduction in document development and 
collaboration time with ShareFile 

  25% 25% 25% 

C4 
Total hours saved each year on document 
creation and collaboration 

C1*C2*C3*52 1,560 1,560 1,560 

C5 
Estimated fully burdened business user average 
hourly salary 

  $45  $45  $45  

C6 
Percentage of time saved applied to additional 
work 

  50% 50% 50% 

Ct 
Productivity savings from improved document 
collaboration 

C4*C5*C6 $35,100  $35,100  $35,100  

  Risk adjustment ↓5%       

Ctr 
Productivity savings from improved document 
collaboration (risk-adjusted) 

  $33,345  $33,345  $33,345  

 

Document collaboration 

and reviews are 25% 

faster with ShareFile. 
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create significant issues in trying to locate an older report. Large report 

file sizes would lead to full mailboxes, and employees would end up 

deleting emails with reports attached. Or if an employee left the 

company, their accounts would be shut off and hard drives wiped. 

With ShareFile, all reports are stored centrally and shared via an 

authorized link, instead of an attachment. Only approved users can 

access the reports, even if shared with external stakeholders or 

reviewers, and reports stay on ShareFile for historical access and 

comparison. “It allows multiple people to create the reports, store them in 

the secured location, and send out the notifications if they’re available,” 

said the education admissions director. 

Since document management processes are not unique to ShareFile, 

Forrester applied a factor to estimate the amount of improvement 

specifically due to ShareFile. However, organizations selected ShareFile 

due to its convenience and security, and ShareFile has helped in the 

communication, prioritization, and adoption of new document-storage 

and -sharing processes. 

With ShareFile, Forrester estimates:  

› The organization needs to access 30 reports (or sets of reports) on a 

weekly basis. 

› It used to take more than 1 hour to search for a report before ShareFile 

— and this wouldn’t always result in a success. 

› It now takes about 10 minutes to locate the right folder on ShareFile 

and open the correct report. 

› That adds up to 1,690 hours saved per year, though it is estimated that 

60% of that savings is enabled by ShareFile.  

 

Again, task time savings benefits can vary from person to person and be 

overestimated, especially as employees at other organizations might 

Time Savings From Improved Historical Report Searching: Calculation Table 

REF. METRIC CALC. YEAR 1 YEAR 2 YEAR 3 

D1 
Number of times historical reports are accessed 
(per week) 

  30 30 30 

D2 Time to locate report before ShareFile (minutes)   75 75 75 

D3 Time to locate report with ShareFile (minutes)   10 10 10 

D4 Time saved with ShareFile per file (minutes) D2-D3 65 65 65 

D5 Total hours saved per week D1*D4/60 32.5 32.5 32.5 

D6 Total hours saved per year D5*52 1,690 1,690 1,690 

D7 
Estimated fully burdened business user average 
hourly salary 

  $45  $45  $45  

D8 
Impact of historical report searching enabled by 
ShareFile 

  60% 60% 60% 

Dt 
Time savings from improved historical report 
searching 

D6*D7*D8 $45,630  $45,630  $45,630  

  Risk adjustment ↓10%       

Dtr 
Time savings from improved historical report 
searching (risk-adjusted) 

  $41,067  $41,067  $41,067  

 

ShareFile can help with 

the implementation and 

adoption of improved 

document-storage and -

sharing processes. 
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stop searching much sooner. To compensate, Forrester adjusted this 

benefit downward by 10%, yielding an annual benefit of more than 

$41,000 and a three-year risk-adjusted total PV of more than $102,000.  

Reduced Security-Risk-Related Costs Impacted By 

Document Sharing 

As hinted at in many benefits already, ShareFile’s document security is a 

key reason organizations select this solution and a key measurable 

benefit for the composite organization. The finance manager at a real 

estate organization explained, “Issues didn’t happen, but it was definitely 

a red flag into something we should prevent.” 

However, document and data security is a tough metric to estimate for 

any one organization — it is highly dependent on an individual 

organization’s situation and the data exposed, and the impact is typically 

a potentially large benefit that might happen once in a period of many 

years. The Ponemon Institute publishes an annual report on the impact 

of security that includes these and other considerations, which have 

been applied here, using estimates of total financial impact and the 

chance an event might happen in a given year.4 For the composite 

organization, Forrester estimates and assumes the following: 

› A breach could cost $2,000,000 or more, based on the number of 

documents that were shared over email and the chance that individual 

documents or even whole groups of documents could be exposed 

(though not limited to just shared documents; for example, an email 

breach would include a lot more). This cost considers remediation task 

time, customer relationship costs, outside assistance, regulatory fines 

or fees, and even public relations impact on sales. 

› The chance a significant document data breach happens as a result of 

document sharing is 13%. 

› ShareFile reduces that chance and/or the amount of exposed data by 

25% with data encryption, secure user authentication, and automated 

retention policies. 

 

All interviewed organizations highlighted security as a key benefit, and 

ShareFile has reduced risk and costs, but since these metrics are 

estimates based on outside research (adjusted for a firm of the 

composite organization’s size), several factors may be over- or 

underestimated in this analysis: 

Reduced Security-Risk-Related Costs Impacted By Document Sharing: Calculation Table 

REF. METRIC CALC. YEAR 1 YEAR 2 YEAR 3 

E1 Cost of a potential data breach   $2,000,000  $2,000,000  $2,000,000  

E2 
Chance of data breach occurrence related to 
shared documents before ShareFile 

  13.0% 13.0% 13.0% 

E3 
Estimated reduction in risk of data breach 
occurrence due to ShareFile 

  20% 20% 20% 

Et 
Reduced security-risk-related costs impacted by 
document sharing 

E1*E2*E3 $52,000  $52,000  $52,000  

  Risk adjustment ↓15%       

Etr 
Reduced security-risk-related costs impacted by 
document sharing (risk-adjusted) 

  $44,200  $44,200  $44,200  

 

ShareFile can reduce 

data security risks with 

data encryption, secure 

user authentication, and 

automated retention 

policies. 
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Flexibility, as defined by TEI, 
represents an investment in additional 
capacity or capability that could be 
turned into business benefit for a future 
additional investment. This provides an 
organization with the "right" or the 
ability to engage in future initiatives but 
not the obligation to do so. 

› The cost of a data breach could be smaller if the breach was caused 

by user error (such as forwarding one email to the wrong person). 

› The chance of a data breach related to document sharing and the 

impact of ShareFile may be overestimated. 

To account for these factors, Forrester adjusted this benefit downward by 

15%, yielding an annual benefit of more than $44,000 and a three-year 

risk-adjusted total PV of nearly $110,000.  

Unquantified Benefits 

The composite organization, based on the experience of interviewed 

organizations, has taken advantage of additional features and 

functionality, though these have not yet been measured in terms of 

tasks, processes, or cost impact. Benefits include: 

› Mobile access. Some organizations highlighted that employees 

sometimes quickly review a document from their phone, but only to 

quickly check something. Deeper mobile access and possible time 

savings benefits will come when organizations also implement 

ShareFile workflow features to enable notifications to let people know a 

document or report has been published, or that it is their turn to review 

a document. However, this is expected for future implementation; more 

information can be reviewed in the Flexibility section below.  

› Integration options. Interviewed organizations had a mix of cloud and 

on-premises ShareFile implementations and also a mix of zero-storage 

licensing (for on-premises implementations) and cloud storage. This 

flexibility helped in the decision to implement ShareFile at all the 

interviewed organizations and can lead to additional cost savings for 

organizations that, for example, want to add some on-premises 

storage to their cloud implementation (and won’t have to purchase 

something new). Interviewed organizations have not yet used 

ShareFile to cover storage solutions beyond network drives, but 

expanding ShareFile to integrate with other document management 

solutions can also lead to IT and process cost savings. 

Flexibility  

The value of flexibility is clearly unique to each customer, and the 

measure of its value varies from organization to organization. Since the 

primary implementation use case was focused on secure document 

sending and sharing, organizations have several opportunities to 

leverage ShareFile to do more. The system analyst for an insurance 

organization said: “We are looking forward to expanding ShareFile to our 

adjusters, who could upload photos from offsite. Our legal team is 

looking at eSignatures. And we’re looking at more automation in moving 

files into ShareFile.” In the future, the composite organization take 

advantage of greater collaboration opportunities, implement automated 

workflows and other ShareFile features, and expand ShareFile to new 

departments. 

› Greater collaboration. While some interviewed organizations use 

ShareFile for some document collaboration and review processes, it’s 

a small start. With more document management within ShareFile 

(instead of just using ShareFile to transfer documents from one person 

to another, as many interviewed organizations use it most), 

organizations can enable more efficient document creation and 

collaboration. Improvements include convenient collaboration (and 
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even coauthoring) tools, easy-to-manage reviews, and avoided 

versioning issues such as multiple versions and separate documents 

with individual feedback. 

› Automated workflows, eSignatures, and other features. All 

interviewed organizations still use manual workflows for a variety of 

reasons, including as a way to ensure everything has been triple-

checked before notifying everyone of an update. Even for that process, 

ShareFile can streamline and automate reminders and document 

routing and review processes to avoid delays and improve efficiency. 

› New departments. As highlighted by the insurance company, new 

departments, such as insurance claims, can start using ShareFile to 

take advantage of benefits enabled by secure document sharing and 

sending, workflow, and collaboration. 

Flexibility would also be quantified when evaluated as part of a specific 

project (described in more detail in Appendix A).  
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The table above shows the total of all 
costs across the areas listed below, as 
well as present values (PVs) 
discounted at 10%. Over three years, 
the composite organization expects 
risk-adjusted total costs to be a PV of 
less than $160,000. 

Implementation risk is the risk that a 
proposed investment may deviate from 
the original or expected requirements, 
resulting in higher costs than 
anticipated. The greater the 
uncertainty, the wider the potential 
range of outcomes for cost estimates.  

Analysis Of Costs 

QUANTIFIED COST DATA AS APPLIED TO THE COMPOSITE 

 

ShareFile License And Other Ongoing Costs 

ShareFile licensing has multiple tiers and options. The composite 

organization selected the Advanced licensing tier to take advantage of 

key sharing and sending features. This included a mix of on-premises 

and cloud storage options (called “0GB” and “Unlimited” storage options 

—since on-premises implementations don’t require added storage from 

ShareFile) for the 300 licensed users, including employees in the 

organization as well as outside partners and vendors that receive or 

review documents.  

ShareFile is relatively easy to implement, especially for the current 

sending-and-sharing use case implemented by the organization. 

Organizations opted to license ShareFile to facilitate this specific process 

for a small number of roles or even a single department — instead of 

licensing it as a collaboration solution for everyone, which would have 

likely seen lower adoption and less specific benefits. This meant that 

license and especially implementation costs were lower than they might 

have otherwise been. 

Minimal IT management time is required, and for the on-premises 

ShareFile implementation, internal storage is required.  

 

Total Costs 

REF. COST INITIAL YEAR 1 YEAR 2 YEAR 3 TOTAL 
PRESENT 
VALUE 

Ftr 
ShareFile license and 
other ongoing costs 

$0  $39,200  $39,200  $39,200  $117,600  $97,485  

Gtr Implementation costs $62,160  $0  $0  $0  $62,160  $62,160  
 

Total costs (risk-adjusted) $62,160  $39,200  $39,200  $39,200  $179,760  $159,645  

 

ShareFile License And Other Ongoing Costs: Calculation Table 

REF. METRIC CALC. INITIAL YEAR 1 YEAR 2 YEAR 3 

F1 
Citrix ShareFile license cost (per 
user per year) 

    $112  $112  $112  

F2 Sharefile licenses     300 300 300 

F3 
ShareFile management hours per 
week 

    1 1 1 

F4 
ShareFile management resource 
fully burdened, average hourly rate 

    $50  $50  $50  

F5 On-premises storage for ShareFile     $3,000  $3,000  $3,000  

Ft 
ShareFile license and other ongoing 
costs 

F1*F2+F3*F4*5
2+F5 

$0  $39,200  $39,200  $39,200  

  Risk adjustment ↑5%        

Ftr 
ShareFile license and other ongoing 
costs (risk-adjusted) 

  $0  $41,160  $41,160  $41,160  
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While licensing costs are relatively standard, IT management time and 

storage costs may be underestimated, so Forrester has applied a 5% 

risk adjustment, yielding an annual cost of just over $41,000 per year 

and a three-year risk-adjusted total PV of a little more than $102,000.  

Implementation Costs  

While turning ShareFile on was relatively easy, organizations spent 

some time planning for necessary process changes and, for 

organizations that needed to, time to migrate historical documents and 

reports. Some training was also provided. For the composite 

organization, Forrester estimates that: 

› Three employees in business roles spent about three weeks assisting 

with planning and migration. 

› Three IT employees spent about six weeks on ShareFile setup and 

implementation, supported business requests, and helped with 

training.  

› Training was provided to all users to communicate new process steps 

and provide how-tos for tasks such as creating and sharing a folder in 

ShareFile or sending an email using the ShareFile Outlook add-in. 

Implementation and training may be underestimated, so Forrester has 

applied a 5% risk adjustment, resulting in risk-adjusted, estimated 

implementation costs of a little more than $62,000.  

 

Implementation Costs: Calculation Table 

REF. METRIC CALC. INITIAL YEAR 1 YEAR 2 YEAR 3 

G1 
Business resource time collecting 
and organizing docs (hours) 

  360       

G2 IT resource time (hours)   720       

G3 
Business resource fully burdened, 
average hourly rate 

  $45        

G4 
IT resource fully burdened, average 
hourly rate 

  $50        

G5 
Other training, planning, or external 
costs 

  $7,000        

Gt Implementation costs 
G1*G3+ 
G2*G4+G5 

$59,200  $0  $0  $0  

  Risk adjustment ↑5%        

Gtr 
Implementation costs (risk-
adjusted) 

  $62,160  $0  $0  $0  

 

Six weeks 

Total implementation 

and deployment time 
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The financial results calculated in the 
Benefits and Costs sections can be 
used to determine the ROI, NPV, and 
payback period for the composite 
organization’s investment. Forrester 
assumes a yearly discount rate of 10% 
for this analysis.  

Financial Summary  

CONSOLIDATED THREE-YEAR RISK-ADJUSTED METRICS 

Cash Flow Chart (Risk-Adjusted) 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 -$0.2 M

 -$0.1 M
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$0.8 M
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Initial Year 1 Year 2 Year 3

Cash
flows

Total costs

Total benefits

Cumulative net benefits

 
These risk-adjusted ROI, 

NPV, and payback period 

values are determined by 

applying risk-adjustment 

factors to the unadjusted 

results in each Benefit and 

Cost section. 

Cash Flow Table (Risk-Adjusted)  

  INITIAL YEAR 1 YEAR 2 YEAR 3 TOTAL 
PRESENT 
VALUE  

Total costs ($62,160) ($39,200) ($39,200) ($39,200) ($179,760) ($159,645) 
 

Total benefits $0  $318,682  $318,682  $318,682  $956,046  $792,516  
 

Net benefits ($62,160) $279,482  $279,482  $279,482  $776,286  $632,871  
 

ROI           396% 
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Citrix ShareFile: Overview 

The following information is provided by Citrix. Forrester has not validated any claims and does not endorse 

Citrix or its offerings.  

  

Share, store, sync, and secure data on any device, anywhere 

ShareFile is a secure, enterprise data sync and sharing service with flexible storage options that allows IT to 

mobilize all business data. ShareFile enables mobile productivity with read/write access to data, workflows, and 

collaboration and allows users to securely share files with anyone and sync files across all of their devices. 

Throughout 2018, Citrix’s ShareFile products and portfolio will change in exciting ways to support the new unified 

Citrix Workspace experience. ShareFile will evolve to be Content Collaboration and be fully integrated with Citrix 

Workspace — as both a standalone and integrated product. 

Citrix’s solutions deliver the experience, security, and choice that people and organizations need to innovate, 

engage customers, and be productive — anytime and anywhere. 

 

EXPERIENCE 

› Citrix solution integration 

› Apps 

› Workflow 

› Mobile 

 

CHOICE 

› Storage Zones 

› Connectors 

› Open and extensible platform 

 

SECURITY 

› Reporting, auditing, and control 

› Data security 

› Compliance 

› Device security policies 

› Identity and access control 
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Appendix A: Total Economic Impact 

Total Economic Impact is a methodology developed by Forrester 

Research that enhances a company’s technology decision-making 

processes and assists vendors in communicating the value proposition 

of their products and services to clients. The TEI methodology helps 

companies demonstrate, justify, and realize the tangible value of IT 

initiatives to both senior management and other key business 

stakeholders.  

 

Total Economic Impact Approach 
 

Benefits represent the value delivered to the business by the 

product. The TEI methodology places equal weight on the 

measure of benefits and the measure of costs, allowing for a 

full examination of the effect of the technology on the entire 

organization.  

 

 

Costs consider all expenses necessary to deliver the 

proposed value, or benefits, of the product. The cost category 

within TEI captures incremental costs over the existing 

environment for ongoing costs associated with the solution.  

 

 

Flexibility represents the strategic value that can be 

obtained for some future additional investment building on 

top of the initial investment already made. Having the ability 

to capture that benefit has a PV that can be estimated.  

 

 

Risks measure the uncertainty of benefit and cost estimates 

given: 1) the likelihood that estimates will meet original 

projections and 2) the likelihood that estimates will be 

tracked over time. TEI risk factors are based on “triangular 

distribution.”  

 
 

The initial investment column contains costs incurred at “time 0” or at the 

beginning of Year 1 that are not discounted. All other cash flows are discounted 

using the discount rate at the end of the year. PV calculations are calculated for 

each total cost and benefit estimate. NPV calculations in the summary tables are 

the sum of the initial investment and the discounted cash flows in each year. 

Sums and present value calculations of the Total Benefits, Total Costs, and 

Cash Flow tables may not exactly add up, as some rounding may occur.  

 
 
 

 
 
Present value (PV) 
 

The present or current 
value of (discounted) cost and 
benefit estimates given at an 
interest rate (the discount rate). 
The PV of costs and benefits feed 
into the total NPV of cash flows.  

 
 
Net present 
value (NPV) 

 
The present or current value of 
(discounted) future net cash flows 
given an interest rate (the discount 
rate). A positive project NPV 
normally indicates that the 
investment should be made, unless 
other projects have higher NPVs.  
 

 
Return on  
investment (ROI) 

 
A project’s expected return in 
percentage terms. ROI is 
calculated by dividing net benefits 
(benefits less costs) by costs.  
 

 
Discount  
rate 

 
The interest rate used in cash flow 
analysis to take into account the 
time value of money. Organizations 
typically use discount rates 
between 8% and 16%.  
 

 
Payback 
period 

 
The breakeven point for an 
investment. This is the point in time 
at which net benefits (benefits 
minus costs) equal initial 
investment or cost. 
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Appendix B: Endnotes 

1 Source: “The Forrester Wave™: Enterprise File Sync And Share Platforms — Hybrid Solutions, Q4 2017,” 
Forrester Research, Inc., December 12, 2017. 
2 Source: Forrester Analytics Global Business Technographics® Software Survey, 2016. 
3 Source: Forrester Analytics Global Business Technographics Workforce Benchmark Recontact Survey, 2017. 
4 Source: “2017 Cost of Data Breach Study: United States,” Ponemon Institute, June 13, 2017 
(https://www.ponemon.org/library/2017-cost-of-data-breach-study-united-states). 

                                            
 


